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Do you dare to dream? If so, you are a results-oriented person. Dream is designed to help you both

transform your own life and contribute to making the world a better place. Dreaming is something

you doâ€•or should do. You were created to create, and your ability to dream is paramount and

fundamental when it comes to living a dream-come-true life.Dream will help you design a life that is

the highest expression of your purpose by creating dreams in every area that matters to you, both

personally and professionally. This book will help you take real steps toward creating and achieving

the dreams that matter to you most. It will help you to uncover, or recover, your purpose so that you

can live with purposeâ€•and thereâ€™s nothing that will bring you greater fulfillment. Reading this

book will help you to fully understand:â€¢ Who you really areâ€¢ How you want your life to beâ€¢

How to develop dreams that inspire youâ€¢ How to look at your life with a fresh perspectiveâ€¢ How

to remove fear, doubt, or other obstaclesâ€¢ How to implement shortcuts and the techniques you will

learnDream will teach you exactly how to do these and so much more.(Marcia Wieder)
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From the moment I stepped on stage with Marcia Wieder, she began shooting powerful arrows of

the truth that pierced my heart. She knows how to give it to EVERYONE straight, without flinching,

all the while dishing out heavy love for all people to be living their dream. She has done just that,

time and time again, both in-person and throughout this book.I expected this book to be good, and it

has certainly met my expectations. I knew she had powerful wisdom that has already led to my

growth as a young man trying to find his place in the hustle and bustle of this capitalistic world. I

have gotten another dose that I can continually apply as often as I want. I have found tool that can

get me back on track to my dreams whenever I'm feeling down, and that is INVALUABLE.I have

found the guidance and instruction on accessing my inner guide to be one of my favorite parts of

Marcia's teachings. It's so true that we have everything we need within us already and we simply

need to learn to communicate with those parts of us to tap into our ultimate potential.Plain and

simple, I would highly recommend this book to anyone looking to gain clarity on their dreams and

get in touch with themselves for guidance. Marcia knows how to draw out the spiritual guide within

each of us to create our individual and collective dreams we each hold so dearly. Thank you Marcia.

Being a huge dreamer, artist/writer and creator myself ... this book really spoke to my soul!

Everyone of us has dreams in our hearts, but many of us do not know how to remove the blocks

that prevent us from living and creating our dreams. Dream offers an opportunity for each of us to

move forward in taking our dreams seriously and challenges us to make a commitment to ourselves

to live with purpose and passion, along with reminding us that our dreams do matter! This book

shows us the importance of our dreams and how we can turn our dreams into reality. Each dream

and dreamer is unique and will make a positive difference in the world when we take personal

responsibility for our dreams. Thanks Marcia for being such a beautiful living example and

inspiration in believing in your own dreams and making them manifest to help us! Your

encouragement continually changes the lives for so many of us dreamers! THANKS!

This book is written with the reader as its focus. You can use it as if it were a highly paid Dream

CoachÃ‚Â® taking you by the hand to lead you through the process. Interact fully with its pages

and, when you are done, Wieder believes you'll say, "Yes, I can make my dreams come true

anytime I choose." Highly recommended!

I have attended a workshop that Marcia ran a few years back which was helpful but i sae Marcia's

marketing abilities in action. This book asks some very powerful questions and helps to guide you in



finding your inner passion. I personally think it was a wonderful bridge between some spiritual truths

and marketing know how. There are many gifted and talented people in the world and many of them

lack the know how including myself. It is not a strength to market myself and those i use as

resources do not have the capitol either. But it does get me thinking of more creative ways to

overcome obstacles beginning with my own self value. I have suggested the book to others as a

guide.

Dream is one of those great books you'll want to read, get inspired and then buy copies for your

closest friends. Marcia Wieder always delivers above and beyond what people expect and she's

done it once again in her new book. She is our personal Dream Coach who helps us realize our

dreams and provides a roadmap to help us make them come true. As Oprah Winfrey says about

Marcia, "You have to be able to identify what you really love and really want, before you can get it."

DREAM is one of those books you'll always have close by in your success library.Enthusiastically

~Neil Wood

Let me first say that I LOVE Marcia Wieder! I discovered her Dream University years ago and have

been following her ever since. As soon as I saw her email for this book first thing this morning, I

downloaded it to my Kindle and started listening to it. It is PHENOMENAL!!!! I had to learn by CBAs.

Now I have to follow them. Her wisdom is incredible, and I am looking forward to teaching more and

living the life that I am meant to live. Thank you Marcia!!!!

I just added Marcia Wieder's "Dream: Clarify and Create What You Want" as my newest GO TO

resource of how to live my life with clarity, passion, and serving the greatest good of all. Book's

Table of Content is my "itinerary" of where to go to explore my dream, with her being my Dream

Guide through every chapter as if she is my Tour Guide guiding me through the dreaming places of

Italy. What is so special about this book and Marcia's perspective is that although I already have

many of Marcia's previous book, I always come away from reading her newest book with an

expanded perspective of who I am, what I can add to living a more dream-centered live, and how I

AM living my dream.

Absolutely LOVED this book. Top 5 of all time. I plan on reading it again and doing the workbook

and using the videos from her website. I love that it's not some pie int he sky, theory book but gives

you actual things you can do. I have recommend this book for my entire team to read.
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